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Intense, highly collimated sources of atoms have many potential applications. Bright
beams will be important for competitive high flux and high resolution direct-write techniques
in lithography, with the added advantage of parallel writing through laser manipulation.
Intense sources will also be useful in other atom optic devices e.g. for loading atoms into
hollow fibre waveguides. In atomic physics, many collision processes can only be measured
with the sensitivity offered by such high flux sources.

The intense metastable source being developed here uses velocity- and position- selective
Doppler cooling forces to manipulate the atomic beam. We use these (dissipative) laser
cooling forces in a similar scheme to obtain a slow, ultrabright beam of metastable helium
atoms in the 2 3S state.
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Figure 1: The three stages of the intense, slow metastable helium beam source. (1) collimation
by effectively curved wavefronts. (2) Zeeman tuned longitudinal Doppler cooling. (3) Two
dimensional magneto-optic trap beam compressor.

Helium metastable atoms were chosen because they offer a number of significant advan-
tages.

• A very long lifetime (theoretical predictions estimate ~ 8000 s - [1]).

• A number of convenient laser transitions for light force manipulation.

• The highest excitation energy of the metastable rare gases (19.8 eV).

• A high photon recoil velocity. For the transitions at 1083/389 nm, one photon recoil
corresponds to a velocity change of 0.09/0.26 ms"1 .
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As a part of the bright beam source, we have developed a liquid nitrogen cooled metastable
atom source which generates very high metastable fluxes, in the range 1014 - 1015 sr~1s~1. The
velocity distribution is slightly supersonic, with a most probable velocity of ~ 900 ms"1 corresponding
to source temperatures of ~ 80 K.

The beam brightening system consists of three stages, as shown in Fig. 1. First, two-
dimensional laser cooling is used to collimate the thermal atomic beam. A large fraction of the
atoms emerging from the source is captured in a well collimated, large diameter atomic beam.
Then the beam is slowed as well as velocity bunched using the Zeeman slowing technique to
a velocity tunable from 50-100 ms"1 . As the full beam flux is maintained during the slowing
process, a large increase in density is obtained.. Finally, the slow beam is compressed using
a two-dimensional magneto-optical trap. The resulting 'bright' beam contains the full atom
flux captured in the first section. The final compression stage is currently in a testing stage
and is expected to be fully operational this year.

As a first application of the metastable
beam source, we performed a series of
lithography experiments using conventional
masking techniques. The principle is shown
in Fig. 2 and is similar to that employed
elsewhere [2, 3]. An electron microscope
grid with a wire diameter of 7 microns is
used to mask a prepared substrate from
the incident metastable beam flux. A
self-assembling monolayer (SAM) of dode-
canethiol molecules is deposited onto a sil-
icon surface coated with 5nm of titanium
and 30nm of gold. Metastable helium
atoms passing through the mask deposit
their excitation energy into the monolayer,
disrupting the molecules and exposing the
surface. Wet chemical etching is then used
to remove the gold from the exposed surface
[2].

A series of exposures were taken
at metastable beam intensities ~ 1011s~1cm~2

at a distance of 0.33 m from the skim-
mer which defines the uncollimated beam
source. Typical exposure times ranges from
10 to 40 minutes, yielding doses of up to ~
0.5 metastable atoms per SAM molecule, in
agreement with similar experiments done elsewhere. The new bright atom beam facility is
anticipated to reduce this exposure time by two orders of magnitude.

Fig. 3 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the lithography experiments.
At modest magnification, a true image of the mask is found etched in the gold. At higher
magnification, we observe that the the resolution is limited to the granularity of the gold on
the surface. Even so, careful analysis shows that the individual grains are neatly cut by the
exposure and subsequent etching. The 10-90% definition of the exposures is about 50 nm,
in part limited by the thickness of the gold layer. This is much better than achievable with
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Figure 2: Principle of the mask lithography ex-
periments.
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Figure 3: Electron microscope images of the etched silicon substrates. At modest magnifi-
cation (left) we observe a true image of the mask over a large area. At high magnification
(right) the granularity of the gold limits the resolution.

light lithography. Currently experiments are underway to use the gold pattern as a resist for
an anisotropic plasma etch of the silicon substrate.

Throughout the exposure process, care must be taken to avoid contamination. For in-
stance pump oil can be polymerised on the surface by the energy impacted by the metastable
helium atoms. This way another, even stronger resist for the wet etching technique is formed.
Consequently, the SAM layer under the mask will be removed by prolonged etching, leaving
a negative image in the exposed region protected by the contaminant layer. Experimentally,
we find 'negative' images for very long exposure times under less clean conditions.

The exposure of SAMs with metastable helium atoms and the subsequent etching has
shown to be a dependable process to transfer existing patterns to a layer of gold on sili-
con substrates. Current extensions of the technique include the manipulation of the atoms
with standing light waves just before they hit the surface. In a deposition experiment using
chromium atoms elsewhere [4], it has been shown that nanoscopic wires and dots can be
created on a substrate.
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